We investigate the impact of misinformation about the contact structure on the ability to predict disease outbreaks. We base our study on 31 empirical temporal networks and tune the frequencies in errors in the node identities or timestamps of contacts. We find that for both these spreading scenarios, the maximal misprediction of both the outbreak size and time to extinction follows an stretched exponential convergence as a function of the error frequency. We furthermore determine the temporal-network structural factors influencing the parameters of this convergence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Infectious diseases are a major burden to global health. They spread over temporal networks of human contacts [3, 32, 33, 42] . The structures of such networks affect the dynamics of disease, so to be able to mitigate outbreaks, we need to understand how this happens [1, 10, 12, 26] . With new data sources people have been able to map human contact patters to a much greater precision than ever before [9, 23, 31, [45] [46] [47] 49] . There is a growing body of literature using such proximity networks as the underlying structure for simulations of disease spreading [17, 22, 32, 33, 45] . Typical research questions concern: How to exploit the temporal information in vaccination campaigns [9, 30] . How to identify hotspots for disease spreading in animal trade [2] . How to reduce temporal networks to static networks as accurately as possible for static-network modeling of disease spreading [14] . As with all empirical data, the proximity network these studies are based on come with inaccuracies. These affect the predictions from simulation studies using them as a substrate. In this work, we investigate the impact of such inaccuracies. We compare outbreak predictions in the presence of misinformation, or noise, both in the topological information (who is in contact with whom) and the temporal information (when these contacts happen).
This work is based on simulations of the susceptibleinfected-recovered (SIR) model. This is the canonical model for emerging disease outbreaks of pathogens making the infected immune upon recovery. We will assume the contagion can happen during contacts of temporal networks. We use 31 empirical networks as our input. These have different degree of relevance for modeling disease spreading. Some of them records people being in close proximity and thus in danger of spreading e.g. influenza. We also use some other data sets from social media, that of course are less realistic as substrates for disease propagation, but are related to the spread of information. An alternative approach would be to use generative models where the temporal network structure can be controlled. This would have the advantage that one can systematically control one structure, but the drawback that one would have to focus on certain structures (like the time between events [35] ). At the time of writing, it is not completely known what temporal network structures that are the most important for disease spreading [18] . So instead of building a model upon guesses about that, we use empirical networks, which makes it possible to study both how the sensitivity to noise depends on temporal network structure and the empirical networks per se. This approach also enables us to discover common features and fluctuations in the contact data sets.
In our simulations, we scan the entire parameter space of the SIR model. (For temporal networks, the parameter space is two-dimensional, unlike for static network epidemiology where the qualitative behavior is determined by only one parameter.) We compare these disease simulations for the empirical networks with the same type of simulation on networks where the identities of the nodes and the time of the contacts have been altered randomly to mimic errors in the data. Then we proceed to measure the largest deviation between the predictions about the time to extinction and the number of affected nodes in the outbreaks. Finally, we try to relate the magnitude of these deviations to the temporal network structure of the data.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we will go through some technicalities of our simulation study. [34] persons are in close proximity. Many of these data sets come from the Sociopatterns project (sociopatterns.org). These networks are based on people wearing radio-frequency identification sensors that detect contacts between people within 1-1.5 m. One of these datasets comes from a conference [23] (Conference), another from a school (Primary School) [46] , a third from a hospital (Hospital) [49] , a fourth from an art gallery (Gallery) [48] , a fifth from office (Office) [9] , and a sixth from members of five families in rural Kenya [27] . The Gallery data sets consists of several days where we use the first five. Yet a data set Reality was gathered using the Bluetooth channel of the phones of college students [6] . In Romania, the WiFi channel of smartphones was used to log the proximity between university students [41] . UK is another similar dataset of the proximity of university students from wearable sensors [5] . The final proximity data, the Prostitution network, comes from from self-reported sexual contacts between female sex-workers and their male clients [44] . This is a special form of proximity network since the contacts represent more than just proximity (i.e. sexual contacts).
In addition to the proximity networks, we also study networks from electronic communication. Facebook comes from the wall posts at the social media platform Facebook [50] .
College records the network of communication at a Facebooklike service [39] . Dating gives the interaction at an early Internet dating website [19] . Messages and Forum are records of user interaction at a film community [24] . Finally we use two data sets of e-mail communication. One, E-mail 1, recording all e-mails to and from a set of sampled accounts [7] . The other three, E-mail 2 [8] , 3 [40] , and 4 [34] recording e-mails within a set of sampled accounts. We list basic statisticssizes, sampling durations, etc.-of all the data sets in Table I .
C. Epidemic simulation
There are a few different ways to simulate SIR dynamics on temporal networks. We use the following approach. First, we set all individuals to S (susceptible). Then, we randomly choose one node i 0 ∈ [1, N] and one time t 0 ∈ [0, T ) and change i 0 from S to I at time t 0 . Then we go through the contacts temporal network by order of their time stamp. If a contact connects a susceptible and an infected node, the susceptible can become infected with probability λ. An infectious stays infectious δ time steps before becoming recovered. When there are no infectious individuals and time is later than t 0 the outbreak is considered extinct. Note that this definition is slightly different from the more common one [12] (where an infectious individual have the same chance of getting well every time step), but could be motivated by being algorithmically simpler [16] and not less realistic [28] . We characterize an outbreak by the time to extinction τT and the average outbreak size ΩN. τ and Ω are thus quantities normalized to the interval [0, 1]. For every temporal network, we average over 10 5 runs of the disease simulation.
D. Controlling misinformation
To model errors in the temporal information, we replace the time stamps of a fraction T of the contacts of G by random times in the interval [1, T ] . Similarly, for investigating the response to the information about node identities, we replace a randomly selected fraction N of the node id-numbers by random numbers in the interval [1, N] . The only two constraints we impose in these randomization schemes is that the resulting contacts should not introduce multiple links or self-links. If a generated node-id number does not satisfy the constraint, we redraw it. We do not study misinformation in both time and node identities-if T > 0 then N = 0 and vice versa.
Technically, this approach is similar to randomization techniques [13, 25] where the temporal network structure is investigated by systematically randomizing away some structurelike the order of contacts-and studying the response to quantities characterizing the functionality of the network (like Ω, τ, etc.). The difference is that we tune the randomization via to monitor the response.
E. Measuring sensitivity to misinformation
We use two quantities to characterize the severity of an outbreak: the average final outbreak size Ω-the fraction of the population that are R after the outbreak-and the extinction time τ-the time from the first to the last infected individual in the population. Let
where · denotes the average over an ensemble of networks G in which a fraction of misinformation has been imposed to the node identities and G is the original network. Analogously, we define ∆Ω for the deviation of outbreak sizes.
To study the response of ∆ to noise across the SIR parameter space, we use the maximal deviation
where ∆ can represent both ∆Ω and ∆τ. Furthermore, we drop the N or T subscripts of ω and . With a specific disease and a specific network in mind, one should of course investigate its feasible region of the λ, δ space.
F. Network descriptors
How much misinformation impacts prediction of Ω and τ depends in the the structure of the temporal networks. To understand this, we consider 48 quantities, or network descriptors. Refs. [18, 21] use a similar approach but a different set of measures.
Long-term activity
A first type of network descriptors characterizes the longterm activity of the data-about if the overall activity is constant throughout the sampling time, if the links are active throughout the sampling period, etc. x nT and x lT show how large fraction of the nodes and links, respectively, that are present at half the duration of the data. In a situation where individuals are participating in contacts already early in the data, x nT will be small. It will be large if nodes enter the data throughout the sampling period. Analogously, x lT will be small if the contacts between all nodes that have at least one contact happen early in the sampling period. Some of the data sets have a more intense activity at the end of the sampling period. To compensate for this, we also measure x nC and x lC -the corresponding quantities to x nT and x lT but measured at the time half of the contacts have been observed. A fifth final measure of this type is x C -the fraction of contacts observed at half the sampling time. In a data set with a growing level of activity, this quantity would be less than 1/2.
Durations of nodes and links
Our second type of network descriptors relate to the lifespan of nodes and links in the data. We start from the set of durations of nodes (links) presence in the data (normalized by T ), i.e. the time between the first and last contact a node (link) participates in. Then we use four summary statistics to describe these sets-the mean µ
2 where µ 2 and µ 3 are the second and third moments of the distribution, respectively. A long enough temporal network where most of the nodes are present throughout the duration of the data, the average µ d n would be relatively large.
Inter-event times of nodes and links
The times between contacts for individual nodes and links are called inter-event times. These are known to be broadly distributed [11] which (if it is the only temporal structure present) tend to slow down spreading phenomena [35] , at least at an early stage of an outbreak [43] . We use the same summary statistics as for the duration of nodes and links-i.e. the mean µ 
Nodes and links activity
We also study the overall activity in the data-the total number of contacts-of nodes and links. From the sequence of numbers of contacts we calculate the same four summary statistics as for inter-event times and durations. Note that the node and links activities is sometimes referred to as "strength" [38] .
Static network structures
So far, the quantities mentioned have all concerned temporal aspects of the data in one way or another. We also measure some properties of static networks derived from the contacts. There are several ways to reduce the contacts of a temporal network to a static network [14] . We use two simple methods. First, we consider the network of links between pairs of nodes that have at least one contact in the data. Second, we construct a reduced network of pairs of nodes with at least n contacts, where n is chosen as large as possible with the constraint that the size of the largest connected component should be at least a fraction α of its original size. We use α = 0.8-one do not want it so small that the network is completely fragmented, and not so large that the network is just the same as the network of all links (that we anyway also consider).
For both the two above types of static networks, we measure two classes of network quantities. First, those related to the degree distribution (the same four characterizing the inter-event time and duration distributions-mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and skewness). Second, we measure three classic network quantities-the degree assortativity, the clustering coefficient and the number of connected components. The degree assortativity is roughly speaking the Pearson correlation of the degree of the nodes connected by a link. Thus it measures the tendency for high-degree nodes to form links with other high-degree nodes, and low-degree to low-degree nodes. The clustering coefficient measures the fraction of triangles to the numbers of triples of nodes connected by either two or three links. For an introduction to these types of measures, see text books like Refs. [4, 36] .
G. System sizes and summary
As a final category of temporal network structural measures we will also use the systems sizes-the number of nodes, contacts and links (pairs of nodes having at least one contact). All together, we have twelve categories of network structural measures: long-term activity (with five measures), inter-event times, activities and durations of nodes and links (each with four measures), degree distributions and other network quantities for the full static network and the reduced network (each with four measures), and the above-mentioned system sizes (three measures). 
III. RESULTS

A. Example of the impact of node identity misinformation
Turning to our numerical results, we first investigate the response to errors in the node identities for the E-mail 4 data set. (We choose this data set because it is of typical size and has all features we need to discuss below.) In Fig. 1(a) , we show the deviation ∆τ( N , λ, δ) for an exponential progression of N -values-N = 10 −3 , 10 −2 , 10 −1 , 1-and the SIR parameters λ and δ.
As seen in Fig. 1(a) , the response to the misinformation is nonlinear as functions of both , λ and δ. For = 10 −3 , the impact ∆τ is less than 0.1 throughout the λ, δ-space. For = 10 −2 , ∆τ reaches values around 0.1, while for larger Nvalues, ∆τ is larger than 0.1, or lower than −0.1 for a large part of parameter space. The shape of the region of large ∆τ also changes with N . For N ≥ 0.1 there are points with negative ∆τ. This region expands with N originating from the large λ, δ limit. Fig. 1(b) time and node identities, λ * and δ * is either constant or mostly decreasing-occasionally there can be local peaks but no increasing trend (plots not shown). To sketch an explanation for this behavior, first note that both randomizing time and network topology, with very few exceptions, facilitates spreading [18] . These phenomena have usually been attributed to heterogeneous distributions of inter-event times [25] or network clustering [51] respectively. Tuning up the error rates makes these phenomena increasingly strong. For small λ and δ this means that the outbreak is more likely not to die out early and take hold in the population. This continues until a point where ∆Ω and ∆τ reaches their maxima after which ∆τ decreases to negative values as the faster spreading makes the outbreak burn out fast in the population. For some data sets this peak happens close to λ = 1, but for others it leads to a peak [15] . 
B. SIR parameter dependence of ∆
Now we will continue the analysis of ∆Ω and ∆τ on all the data sets and one value of the error frequency-N = T = 0.1. In Figs. 2 and 3 , we show ∆τ and ∆Ω respectively for errors in node identities. We will not discuss every feature of these heat maps-just the most conspicuous-but also believe they give a feeling for the complexity, variability and universal features present in the data.
In general, the largest deviations happen for ∆Ω. ∆Ω can reach up to ∆Ω = 0.75 (see Fig. 3 ). In this sense, prediction of outbreak sizes is more affected by topological misinformation than prediction of extinction times. The parameter dependence of ∆τ falls into three distinct categories: a region of negative values at the region of large λ and δ (Conference, Hospital, Office, Primary School, High School, Kenya, Diary, WiFi, Forum and E-mail 1, 2 and 3); only a region of negative values at large δ (Romania and UK); and only a region of positive values (Gallery, Facebook, College and E-mail 1). Looking for possible structural explanations, Romania and UK are the data sets with highest number of contacts per node, while the latter group (including the Gallery data) develop very slowly-this group e.g. tops the list of small x nC and x lC values. For large δ, outbreaks are likely to burn out in the population, for datasets with many contacts per link this can happen also for quite low λ. Without misinformation there are typically new nodes coming into the data continuously which makes the outbreak last to the end of the sampling time, even though all nodes are affected. For the data sets with enough contacts per node, identity noise will make all nodes appear relatively early in the temporal network which will make the entire outbreak ending earlier, thus the pattern of Romania and UK in Fig. 3 . The phenomenon that low-x nC -x lC networks have only positive ∆τ can be understood since low x nC implies a big overturn of individuals. With a relatively high chance, the seed node would already have left the data by the time it gets infected which lowers Ω. Node identity errors helps mixing the nodes in the time dimension too, which diminishes this effect and increases the positive term of Eq. 1.
The picture one gets from ∆Ω (Fig. 3) is slightly different from that of ∆τ (Fig. 2) . First ∆Ω is non-negative, meaning that for no amount of noise, or location in the parameter space, Ω smaller than its original value. Node-identity noise thus always leads to an overestimation of the outbreak size. The second observation is that the peak of ∆Ω is always at λ = 1. Ω is strictly increasing (both with and without misinformation), so it is not surprising that their difference also peaks at λ = 1. Other than that, some patterns of Fig. 3 occurs in Fig. 2 toothe very dense Romania has large ∆Ω deviations for low δ values while for large δ, Ω is close to one for both the original and noisy networks (i.e. ∆Ω is small).
In Figs. 4 and 5, we plot the corresponding quantities to Figs. 2 and 3 but for noise in the time stamps rather than node identities. In Fig. 4 , some data sets (Conference, Hospital, Office, Primary School 1 and 2, High School 2, Reality, Romania, WiFi, UK and E-mail 2) have both regions of positive and negative ∆τ. WiFi is different in that the region of negative ∆τ lies below (lower δ) the region of positive ∆τ. Compared to Fig. 2 the data set Diary is somewhat different in that it has ∆τ ≈ 0 for errors in node identities but quite large ∆ values for errors in the time stamps. In some of our network descriptors Diary is extreme-it has the largest, or second largest, values of all the long-term activity quantities; it also has among the smallest values of the node and link inter-event-time bursti- ness. A node with small burstiness has relatively more uniformly spaced contacts. This mechanism is known to speed up spreading dynamics [25] . Changing the node identities apparently affect these issues even more, otherwise expected, that in our paper from [0.01, 0.10].
As seen in Fig. 5 , ∆Ω does not become negative when there are errors in the time of contacts either-no matter what the misinformation contains it always makes the predicted outbreaks larger. In a few cases however ∆Ω is very low and close to zero (e.g. Gallery 1-5, Prostitution, Email 1). The overall impression is similar to Fig. 3 , but for example Forum is different with large ∆Ω values for the node-identity errors but very small for time-stamp errors. Forum is however not extreme in any of the structural measures that we use-it is one of the largest (in number of nodes, links and contacts) and one where the activity increases in the sense that x nT and x lT are among the smallest (then again Facebook has even lower x nT and x lT but also smaller ∆Ω).
To sum up our results of the SIR parameter dependencies of the deviations ∆τ and ∆Ω, there are some clear patterns, like the data sets sampled in the same way (Primary School, High School and Gallery) are always showing the same patterns. On the other hand, the two major classes of data sets sampled-proximity networks and electronic communication do not show any consistent patterns. While authors have argued that social networks have a different structure than other networks [37] , we cannot say the same for these two classes.
C. Impact of error rate on prediction deviations
To better understand the response of the level of misinformation on the prediction accuracy, we study ω( )-the maximum absolute value of ∆τ or ∆Ω-values (see Eq. (2)). We searched for a functional form that can summarize thedependence of ω-not necessarily the best statistical model in a model selection sense, but a function that fit all misinformation scenarios. We found a stretched exponential convergence-
where a and b are fitting parameters-to meet this condition very well. None of the scenarios for any of the networks has a reduced χ 2 value larger than 1 (it ranges from 5.3 × 10 −8 for Kenya ω Ω of time errors to 0.24 for the ω τ of node identity errors of E-mail 1). The parameter b (typically in the interval 0 < b < 1) is called the stretching exponent and its deviation from unity indicates how much the tail is stretched compared to an exponential decay [29] . An example of this behaviorneither the best, nor the worst fit-can be seen in Fig. 6 (for the E-mail 4 dataset-the same example as in Fig. 1) .
As far as we understand, there is no straightforward explanation for this functional form. Rather, we believe that in general the ω( )-curves can deviate from stretched exponentials. Indeed, the points that are off the fitting curves (e.g. the point ω τ ( N = 0.004)) are probably not a result of bad convergence, but structures in the data sets. The three fitting parameters of Eq. 3 are nevertheless concise ways of summarizing the shapes of the ω( ) dependence and a way of relating temporal network structure and the error response of epidemic predictions.
As alluded to, the perhaps most interesting parameter of the stretched exponential fits is the stretching exponent b. If b = 1, the convergence is exponential. If b < 1, the decay is stretched (or slower than exponential). In Fig. 7 , we present the values for our eight analyses (we refer to them as "cases" below)-b or ω ∞ , node-identity or time-stamp misinformation, or prediction of τ or Ω. It is almost the case for all misinformation scenarios and data sets that 0 < b < 1 (the maximal observed b-value is 1.2). Otherwise, we note that there is a fairly large spread of b, and that it is quite similar for all combinations of outbreak descriptor (τ or Ω) and misinformation type. ω ∞ is bounded to [0, 1] and does indeed take values in the entire range. The average ω ∞ node-identity misinformation and ∆τ is larger than the others which is also hinted from Figs. 2-5.
As a final analysis, we seek to understand the values of the fitting parameters b and ω ∞ for the individual data sets (not only the summary statistics of Fig. 7 ). We will once again look for explanations in our network descriptors. To do this in a systematic way, we perform an independent multiple regression analysis for each structural category listed in Section II F (quantities related to the long-term activity, the node interevent time, etc.). We fit a linear model of the variables of each category to the b and ω ∞ values. To keep the analysis simple we do not include interaction variables (that would be interesting for the future). Table II shows the R 2 values (coefficients of determination) of the regression analysis for each combination of parameters b (or w ∞ ) and scenarios/measures of misinformation, i.e. Nτ (node-identities and extinction time), NΩ (node-identities and outbreak size), T τ (time-stamps and extinction time) and NΩ (time-stamps and outbreak size). It also marks the p-values (giving significance levels) of the hypothesis that there is no correlation between the temporal network structure and b (or w ∞ ).
This analysis shows that none of our classes of temporalnetwork quantities we are investigating is a very strong predictor of the deviations-R 2 is never very close to 1. On the other hand, there is nothing else than the temporal network structure that affects the outbreaks, so we cannot conclude the study of network-structural causes of the sensitivity to misinformation. On the other hand, there are statistically significant correlations, and they depend on the quantity to be predicted and the misinformation scenarios. Three cases can be well-described by the data-ω ∞ for the extinction time measurements with node-identity misinformation (Nτ) and both b and ω ∞ for the outbreak sizes of the same misinformation scenario (NΩ). In all of these cases, the node activity distributions is a strong predictor. Node and link inter-event times are also important factors determining b for the NΩ case and ω ∞ for Nτ. For ω ∞ and NΩ, the degree distributions and system sizes seem more important. It is hard to have some further intuition in why different responses to misinformation is differently affected by temporal-network structure. There is, seemingly, no intermediate connection between temporal descriptors (like inter-event times) and temporal misinformation, or our temporal outbreak characteristic (the extinction time).
IV. DISCUSSION
We have studied the effects of misinformation in contact data on the predictability of epidemics by the SIR model. We find a complex situation where both misinformation in time stamps and node identities affect the prediction of both outbreak sizes and times to extinction in fairly similar orders of magnitude. The maximal deviation between predictions from the original and erroneous data follows a stretched exponential convergence as a function of the error frequency.
The variation of our results across data sets are very large, but the parameter dependence fall into classes that can be understood to some extent from the particular way they were sampled. For the proximity networks, the definition of contacts naturally affects the density of contacts. We did not try to normalize the datasets as this can be done by adjusting the SIR parameters. For the future, it would be interesting to know if the results could be rescaled to collapse the deviation heatmaps (e.g. Fig. 2) .
We, furthermore, examine what kind of simple temporalnetwork quantities that controls the response to misinformation. We find that this question depends on the type of misinformation and the type of prediction. For example, the stretching exponent of how the maximal deviation of outbreak sizes depend on the frequency of node-identity errors is influenced by the node and link inter-event time distributions. (The stretching exponent is positively correlated with the mean and standard deviation of the inter-event times, but negatively correlated with the coefficient of variation and skewness.) In general, inter-event times and degree distributions seem more influential than the long-term time activity of the data sets.
More generally speaking than the response to misinformation, what temporal structures that are the most important determinants for disease spreading in temporal networks is currently a matter of debate. Ref. [18] compares three levels of representing contact networks (temporal, static and fullyconnected networks) and argues that the long-term time activity best explains how well SIR disease prediction on these representations match. It is hard to compare to our results since at no parameter values do our randomization not match the representations that Ref. [18] is comparing. Is is possible that long-term time activity is more important for what representation to choose, while other structures dominate the response to misinformation. Furthermore, Ref. [20] shows that when coarse graining a temporal network, keeping the underlying network fixed, it is more important to keep the time evolution than the inter-event times. As both node-identity and timestamp misinformation affects both the inter-event times and the long-term activity, this is still consistent with our work. Still, it is remarkable that it seems like not some types of temporal network structure that we test seem to have more explanatory power than others-they all seem to matter but different ones being more important for different issues. The most important conclusion is that it can be deceiving to rely on models tuning simple temporal-network structures, say the degree distribution, to evaluate intervention methods (like network vaccination, etc.)-it is simply hard to say what structure that matters in what situation.
The quest for understanding how temporal-network structure influences disease spreading continues. One interesting extension of the approach in this paper would be to-rather than looking at global quantities such as ω, ∆τ, etc., to look at different nodes or regions of the same data and the behavior of these. If one changes the contact patterns of individual nodes or clusters, how does that change the disease propagation?
